Axial quantitative ultrasound assessment of pediatric bone quality in eastern Nepal.
This study presents quantitative ultrasonography (QUS) bone quality data for an underrepresented, south Asian pediatric population from Nepal. Data were collected as part of a longitudinal study of growth and development. This study offers normative data and documents the effect of stunting, wasting, and underweight on the bone properties measured by QUS. The purpose of this study was to (1) examine the bone quality of a rural, non-Western pediatric population using QUS, (2) explore variation in the trajectory of bone quality development between males and females, and (3) examine the impact of growth disruption(s) on bone quality. A cross-sectional study of 860 children and adolescents aged 5-18 years from the Jirel ethnic group in eastern Nepal was performed. The Sunlight Omnisense 7000P was used to assess bone quality of the distal 1/3 radius and midshaft tibia. WHO reference standards were used to assess growth disruptions of height, weight, and BMI. QUS bone quality data for an underrepresented, non-Western pediatric population are presented for the radius and tibia. A sizable portion of the study participants were classified as stunted, wasted, and/or underweight. Despite this prevalence of growth disruption in the study sample, bone quality data conform to other documented populations with less growth disruption. Thus, this study offers normative data and documents the minimal effect of stunting, wasting, and underweight on the bone properties measured by QUS. Non-Western pediatric populations are significantly underserved with regard to simple, non-invasive screening tools that may help identify developmental disorders and assess bone health. The children and adolescents examined here represent normal growth and development for an underrepresented south Asian population. While this work demonstrates that stunting, wasting, or underweight status at time of QUS assessment is not associated with poor bone quality, we do suggest that further study is needed to examine possible cumulative effects of persistent disruptions that may lead to compromised bone quality in later adolescence.